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“He who hesitates is a damned
fool.”
-Mae West

A Sorta-KindaNot-Really
Thorough List
of Hilarious
BBC Headlines
By Cameron Long ~ Daily Bull

“Girl’s horror as 21,000 RSVP
Facebook party invite.” This
was a headline last week
on the BBC website. Apparently, a 14-year-old girl
wanted to invite 15 people
to her 15th birthday party.
According to the article, she
was “alarmed” when 1400x
that number said they were
coming. However, the Hertfordshire Police has assured
the family that the event is no
longer taking place. The local grocer is reportedly very
relieved, as he had failed to
stock 1,000-odd boxes of
cupcake mix.
This delightful fiasco has
come in the wake of “concerns being raised that Facebook’s privacy settings are
too complicated.”
Yeah,
for everyone who can’t understand “friends only” and
how to work a mouse. In
...see BIRTHDAY SMASH on back
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like Minecraft!

Flaming Microwave

A-MAZE-ING!

By Kyle Roe ~ Daily Bull

Recently, a group of Wadsworth Hall
students found themselves with that
exact dilemma. As a flaming microwave
was reported to have exploded out of
a second floor window last Sunday, it
posed a new threat to the students of
MTU and a possible concern for how life
is to be lived in the dorms.

day I did see a broken microwave on the
ground, but I thought it was just trash.”
Christina also told us that the burning light
from the microwave’s billowing fire had
almost blinded her. “Well I am a little blind
in my left eye, but I was born with it.”

Due to the seriousness of this tragedy a
school-wide
The loud exmeeting was
plosion and
held the next
falling glass
day in Fisher
created much
135. The
fear among
entire lect h e Wa d ture hall was
swor th resipacked with
dents. “I did
concer ned
not hear any
students and
explosion,
staff. “We acand no one
tually did not
This microwave tells you when YOU’re done.
told me anything
get to hold the
about this until now,” Second Year Bryce meeting in 135. There was an Engineering
Anderson elaborated as he told us his Exam going on at that time,” Dan Bennett,
gripping experience with the flaming head of public safety, reported how the
microwave, “but I guess it might be a high stress levels in the room had caused
problem, not that falling from two stories it to be a tense and fear driven gathering,
would be that dangerous. I doubt anyone “From what I have been told, there were
would be directly bellow that.” Bryce only a few witnesses to the accident, it
was not the only student shaken by the was really just a misunderstanding.” The
disastrous event. Christina Sleeth saw the flaming microwave had even raced fear
flaming microwave as she was walking up the ranks of public safety.
from DHH, “I think I saw something, when Anthony Lavingne, the student who had
did this happen again? Oh, well last Sun- experienced the horrific horrors of the

...see kill it with FIRE on back
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Brought to you by Jeremy ‘Mr. Sunshine’ Loucks

GO!

Have an idea for a maze obstacle? Hit us up at bull@mtu.edu
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any case, here are some more 100%- “Man loved murdered wife ‘to bits’”
true BBC headlines:
“Too many drugs ‘not child tested’”
		
“Massive microwave
“Suicide letter couple
may be needed
found dead”
to defrost colossal
“Kebabs made as
squid”
corpse lay nearby”
“Sex attacks blamed
“Great tits cope well
on bat demon”
with warming”
“Bird flu farm resumes
“Pair guilty of harassproduction”
One of many great tits.
ing dolphin”
“Mental health nurses
“Sex videos fail to engage pandas”
strike again”
“UK navy to end goat experiments”
“Brothers guilty in fat dog trial”
“’Cremated son’ later found alive”
“England furious at Butt allegations”
“Monkeys kill Delhi deputy mayor”
“US Army urges dead to re-enlist”
“Leapfrogging mayor injures woman “Clubber found with head injuries”
dressed as tomato”
“Man fights to keep bullet in head”
“Teenage boy is discovered on fire”
“Polish MPs bid to make Jesus king”
In other news, “Extreme NSF Condom
“’Sexist’ monkeys cause misery for Ke- “Murder victim ‘followed home’”
Experiment Fails.”
nyan village”
“Butt makes England tick”
... kill it with FIRE from front
that this may be a large threat in the
“My breasts were so uncomfortable” flaming microwave first hand, got a few
future. “Bug off, I don’t want to be in
“Thai cops punished by Hello Kitty”
words in as he was rushed off campus your stupid newspaper,” Charles Rose
“Boy is accused of sausage assault”
for burn treatments, “It really was a explained his paranoia of possible flam“Grumpy old people ‘can’t help it’”
stupid thing for me to do. I was a little ing microwave incidents in the future.
“FBI tries to fight zombie hordes”
drunk, and
He told us
“Wife cleared of barbecue murder” my bur nt
how he
popcor n
thought
scared me
t h e
a little, so
school
I chucked
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buying our own damn printer that this publication
critical care for full year.
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The Infected Campus
By Samantha Schall ~ Daily Bull

Once upon a time, there was a quite peaceful campus. Student learning
their materials for classes, professors teaching the classes and conducting
research, TA’s grading way too many papers to deem sane. And look,
there’s a pretty little birdie and some cute squirrels. What’s that there? A…
horde of people?
Yes, it’s a horde of people running around, one group chasing another. The
chased with armbands are throwing around socks while the other headbanded people just dodge and continue the chase. For those who don’t
know, this is Humans vs. Zombies. It is your favorite childhood dream; a
giant, campus wide, multi-day game of tag. The Human are trying to stay
alive while the Zombies are trying to infect them. Zombies win if everyone
playing is a Zombie; Any living humans at the end of the game win.
Though beware, everywhere outdoor (aside from roads, parking lots and
athletic fields) is open game to be tagged. Staying alive is the name of the
game, and a lot of people are working against you.
Interested in joining? Talk to Fletcher Swanson in 235 DHH. He’ll give you the
rules and anything else needed. So, my fellow Humans, I may be a Zombie
by the time you read this, so, enjoy and stay alive!
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you might have a chance of getting
Now that the growing fear of the flam- the fire as far away from yourself as
ing microwave has reached every stu- possible. Otherwise you might have
dent on campus, many are concerned to put yourself out.

Warning- Nerf-guns not yet allowed. YET!!!

